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Abstract
Contemporary organisations are built on the emphasis on performance. As the ratio of knowledge intensiveness increases, the meaning of a formal organisation decreases. When knowledge is a commodity and the main input is information, an organisation should be flexible. A formal organisation structure does not always advance the free flow of information and knowledge. When an organisation is based on either temporary functional needs or on serving a common strategic goal with no formal limits, it is called a network or virtual organisation. Increased efficiency in network organisations is often due to synergy and engagement.

The objective of this study is to define and enlighten the performance of knowledge work in virtual organisations. The virtual organisation concept, performance measurement framework application and performance are its key topics. The paper is based on an action research project which aims to build a performance measurement system for a virtual organisation operating on venture capital business.

The paper emphasises current knowledge on knowledge work and virtual organisations based on a literature review. The paper includes a case description introducing an applied framework for performance measurement in a virtual organisation context and points out the critical success factors of a virtual organisation. Subjects regarding measures are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

The change of society (from an industrial to a service and even to an information-based society) has generated a new particular group of workers; people who work their way through information, solve problems and make plans, i.e. knowledge workers, experts or professionals (see e.g. Bell 1974; Castells 1996; Rifkin 1997). The common feature of all these workers is expressed in the ambiguity between the product and the process. Usually, the product is composed of a plan or an advice, thus it is not easy to define a physical product. Production and consumption, and the utility of consumption of services, do not always occur simultaneously; hence the advantages can only be perceived after a long period of time.

Knowledge organisation has its own special features. Firstly, the value of an organisation is equal to, or higher than, the combined knowledge of its employees. They are highly educated, and they perform tasks that involve complex problem-solving. Secondly, the proportion of human capital is dominant and organisations are person intensive, so the knowledge in the organisation is linked primarily to its personnel whose experience and learned skills are even more important than their formal academic knowledge. Thirdly, the personnel of the organisation tailor the product to meet the clients’ special needs. (Sveiby 1990, p. 40; Kasvio 1994, p. 65).

Savage (1996) gives the attributes for new managerial challenges caused by changes in the business environment, e.g. the globalisation of markets, ever faster technological developments and the increased importance of knowledge-based assets. These attributes are: How do we move beyond the fragmentation of companies?; How is accountability maintained in flat, dynamic network organisations?; How are the focusing and coordination of multiple cross-functional task teams supported?; How incorporate the capacity for continuous learning and quick market responsiveness in an organisation’s structure? As a partial solution, Savage suggests an increased flexibility by building co-operative networks, in which different organisations and organisation members could learn from each other and gain positive network externalities.

New structures and processes, e.g. inter-firm collaboration, flexible working, team working, knowledge management and organisational learning, characterise new organisations and ways of working (Jackson 1999a). According to Jackson (ibid.), there are three reasons for this. Firstly, the demand for more flexibility by individuals, combined with improvements in technological capabilities and cost effectiveness will make new working arrangements viable and attractive. Secondly, the need for improved innovation and organizational learning demands new knowledge management systems to help an organisation acquire, accumulate, exchange and exploit organizational knowledge. And thirdly, as access to, and transfer of, knowledge and expertise will increasingly take place across boundaries (both organizational and spatial), internal networks, dispersed project groups and inter-firm collaborations will become more and more common.

2 Virtual organisations

The phrase ‘virtual organisation’ stands for a task, project or permanent organisation which is decentralised and independent of any spatial connection (see e.g. Fisher and Fisher 1998; Hoefling 2001). The characteristics of a virtual organisation are: dispersion, empowerment, restlessness and interdependence (IMPACT programme 1998/2001). Dispersion means that there are at least multiple locations and, moreover, multiple local cultures and languages. Empowerment refers to the division of responsibility across the network. Restlessness denotes the acceptance of change in organizational practices and customs. However, the most important characteristic of a virtual organisation is its interdependence as individual members (persons or organisations) of a network must cooperate in order to gain synergy benefits. Forms of interdependence vary; it could be forged in the shape of a strategic alliance, a partnership, value chain or outsourcing. Figure 1 describes a typology of virtual organisations.
The simplest form of a virtual organisation is a virtual team, which is a local team utilising technology in order to ensure better connectivity, shared knowledge and lower costs. The difference between a regular and a virtual team is its spatial, and in some cases temporal, dispersion. A team is still formed to perform a common task, but people do not have to be in the same place. Virtual teams are suitable, e.g. for R&D projects and teleworking. The opposite of a virtual team is a temporary virtual organisation, which is temporary and entails a large network of people, based on voluntary membership, and aiming to perform a specific task. For instance, software companies have a large network of beta testers, i.e. people who test their products and thus are part of a development project. As a large network is not easily managed, entry into, and exit from, a network should be made as easy as possible in order to maintain its functionality for the duration of a task.

A virtual project exacts a temporary organisation for a certain task which has a beginning and a designated end. A virtual project reflects the idea of virtual working as it is established to be virtual, and thus network externalities and benefits from synergy are gained. A virtual project can also mark the origin of a permanent virtual organisation if a project is successful. There are, therefore, no significant differences between a virtual project and a permanent virtual organisation.

Hoefling (2001) states that work is becoming more people-centric than place-centric, thus the performance of basic functions, such as buying, selling, working, researching, sharing information and communicating, are independent of a certain place, i.e. workplace. According to Glegg (1990), organisations must meet new challenges in the postmodern world (cf. Savage 1996) and thus abandon Weberian ideas of rigidity, technological determinism, differentiation and demarcation as organisational virtues. If a contemporary organisation is to be flexible, de-differentiated, de-demarcated and multi-skilled, information society must add better performance through virtuality.

3 Performance and efficiency in a virtual organisation

In the case of knowledge work, it is not meaningful to try to measure numbers of output and input in quantity, nor to use the concept of productivity in the classical sense of the word. Thus, knowledge work should be evaluated by the concept of performance. According to Sink (1983, p. 36), there are seven
criteria that constitute the overall performance of a firm (organisation): 1) effectiveness; 2) efficiency; 3) quality; 4) productivity; 5) quality of work life; 6) innovations and; 7) profitability.

Drucker (1999a, pp. 83–84) gives six factors to determine knowledge-worker productivity: 1) Knowledge-worker productivity demands that we ask the question. “What is the task?”; 2) The responsibility for their productivity lies with the individual; 3) Continuous innovation is part of the work and the workers bear the responsibility for it; 4) Work requires continuous learning for product improvement; 5) Productivity consists of both quantity and quality, with the emphasis on quality; 6) A worker is an asset not a cost. The factors differ for manual work and this affects how the criteria for performance are defined. The factors for manual work are: 1) The question is: “What is to be done?”; 2) The responsibility for productivity lies with the management; 3) Work is routine; 4) Work requires continuous learning, but learning leads to process improvement; 5) Productivity consists of both quantity and quality, with the emphasis on quantity; 6) A worker is a cost.

Combining performance and knowledge-worker productivity criteria, a suitable framework for knowledge work performance is acquired. Firstly, effectiveness means having the right solution on the right scale to a problem defined by a customer. Secondly, efficiency should be understood in its economical sense, i.e. a solution is produced with a minimum of input. Thirdly, quality refers to the accuracy of a solution. Fourthly, productivity equals number output. Fifthly, the work should be performed under such conditions which help and encourage workers to do their best. Sixthly, innovations are guaranteed in a state where workers aim to construct new and better solutions to problems rather than mechanically apply old ones. Seventhly, profitability means that revenues must exceed costs. These are the necessary conditions of performance and the failure to meet even one of them could have a negative influence on performance.

Virtuality does not require redefining the concept of performance since it is applicable to virtual organisations. Some criteria of performance are emphasised as far as virtual organisations are concerned, as the criteria are used as a justification for virtuality or risk of decreased performance.

Effectiveness for a virtual organisation means independence of time and place; thus the network is available to a larger extent. Efficiency is the optimal allocation of resources, i.e. any resource is available, but used only if needed. Quality is ensured by the optimal allocation of competence. A large network facilitates the evocation of responses to new ideas; this way virtual organisations, if large enough, can be more innovative than conventional organisations. Ideas, at least, are delivered more effectively in a network. Nevertheless, if there is a lack of personal contacts at work, there is a risk of alienation from set goals and the cooperation between individuals might suffer. It could be said that virtuality presents a challenge to human resource management. Profitability seems to be the reason why virtual organisations work for due to synergy profitability increases and new possibilities open up. From the profitability angle, virtuality makes it possible to adopt new products or business ideas which were, earlier, unprofitable.

4 The eAccelerator case

The eAccelerator case study is part of a larger research project which aims to build tools for strategic performance measurements in a knowledge-work context. In the research project, researchers use action research to study performance and performance measurement in a knowledge-work context. Action research was the method selected because researchers wanted to gain deep insight into the case partners. Also, it is easier to motivate an organisation and people to cooperate when they have a mutual goal.

The research methods used incorporated interviews in addition to participant observation. Aiming to enlighten the organizational virtuality and performance of a virtual organisation, an inquiry with open-ended questions was e-mailed to the core group. The questions were divided into two categories. The first category was about organizational performance and strategy. The second category concerned virtuality. As a single case exploration, the results are descriptive and aim to enlighten two types of virtual organisation, i.e. the virtual project and the permanent virtual organisation, employing the typology of Palmer and Speier. In order to understand the operating model, the core personnel of eAccelerator were interviewed. The major data for this case was produced in group-discussion sessions where researchers acted as facilitators, aiming to apply a suitable process model for performance measurement system implementation.
The data generated in the discussions is approached from the Factist perspective, i.e. the informants were supposed to give their honest opinions.

eAccelerator is part of a larger, partly EU-funded, programme called eTampere, which is a five-year development project the general objective of which is to make Tampere leader in the research, development and application of issues related to information society. The task of eAccelerator is to operate venture projects as a medium between starting companies and venture capitalists or to incubate new companies. Its product is knowledge on financial, general and technological management for companies admitted to the programme. eAccelerator is now a five-year virtual project consisting of 15 core experts in venture capital projects and an advisory board of 54 persons; 22 corporate finance experts, 16 experts in the management of company growth and 17 experts in technology. The aim of the programme is to incubate and to make a successful exit after three years. A successful exit means either the founding of a new company, which is ready to cope on its own but still has a limited ownership, or a new public company which is listed, e.g. in HEX, and therefore is acknowledged.

eAccelerator’s products are knowledge and contacts. Its customer start-up companies have believable business plans, but they lack in capital, and knowledge of managerial issues. As a mediator between ventures and capital, eAccelerator plays the role of catalyst. Its most important task is to generate venture capital funding for customer companies or generate fundable ventures for venture capitalists. Its secondary task is to give advice about economical, managerial and technological issues. The core of the organisation plays an active role in solving problems.

eAccelerator is built up as a virtual project. Its virtuality is perceived through its practices. The people in the core group of the company have permanent positions and established status. The advisory board is more flexible. The people in the core group work with each other whenever possible, as their tasks are partly similar. Most of the time of the core group is consumed by customer service. If a customer’s problem cannot be solved by the person him/herself, she/he starts actively to seek a solution in the whole organisation. If the problem still remains unsolved, she/he refers the customer to an outside consultant, and thus outsources problem-solving.

The advisory board is designated to help the core personnel in customer service and, at present, they are the primary source of knowledge on legal, managerial and technological matters. The advisory board plays a central role in evaluating new customer ventures and making contacts with investors. Advisory board members do not necessarily collaborate closely with the core personnel, but they are available if their special knowledge is needed. The use of the advisory board encourages organizational learning, as the core personnel is able to be “mentored” by the network of experts.

By arranging the eAccelerator organisation in a virtual form, large economies of scope comparative advantage are gained. The comparative advantage is based on absolute and relative competence of the personnel throughout the organisation. Firstly, absolute competence is external and brought out by the fact that eAccelerator has more knowledge and information than its customers have; customership is thus based on asymmetrical knowledge. As the customers are not able to cope with their growth on their own, there is a market for eAccelerator competencies. Secondly, relative competence is internal and perceived in the positions of the personnel. Every member of the network has a substantial amount of knowledge in his/her field of expertise, but there is always a person who is more competent in other fields. By summing up all personal competencies, synergy emerges, thus giving the organisation its form.

The performance of eAccelerator could be viewed from two perspectives. Firstly, as a project it has explicit goals to achieve. Secondly, performance is the key factor to reach those goals, thus drivers for strategic goals should be defined. In very knowledge-intensive and customer-orientated cases, the role of personnel is emphasised. As eAccelerator is very dependent on its current stakeholders, performance should be measured by a performance measurement framework which emphasises the perspective of the stakeholder.

Neely and Adams (2001) apply the stakeholder perspective in their Performance Prism framework. The key question is what strategies the organisation should adopt to satisfy stakeholders’ wants and needs. In the long term, successful organisations have a clear picture of who their key stakeholders are and what they want, and what it is that the organisation wants from its stakeholders. They have a clear business model and understanding of what constitutes good performance of the organisation and what it is that drives it.
The Performance Prism has a descending order of facets of the prism, from stakeholder satisfaction to stakeholder contribution. Strategy is an instrument for pleasing stakeholders. Processes are derived from strategy and they are dependent on capabilities and stakeholder contribution. If one also wants to use the Performance Prism for operative purposes, measures should be defined in order to construct a measurement system. Implementing the prism is somewhat analogical to implementing any other balanced performance measurement system. However the use of the Performance Prism starts from the Strategy formulation process, and is thus a suitable analytical tool. In this context, it means that after the five facets are articulated and strategies defined, the measurement system implementation enters phases similar to those of the Balanced Scorecard-system or equivalent (see e.g. Hannula et al 2002; Toivanen 2001).

The work in eAccelerator is very knowledge intensive, thus performance should also involve the competencies in the organisation. Especially, the competencies of the core group are a key success factor for the organisation. Competence evaluation should be part of the performance measurement system and it should be grounded on two premises. Firstly, the stakeholder perspective should articulate what the critical competencies for successful accomplishment are, i.e. the network should cover as large a proportion of different types of knowledge of business as possible. Secondly, competencies required must accumulate, thus performance evaluation should take organizational and personal learning perspectives into account. Moreover, every person in the core group must have an opinion on personal strengths and weaknesses, and they should develop both.

By applying the Performance Prism in this case, the following steps were taken to accomplish the measurement system implementation process. Firstly, the analysis of the organisation’s current stage. Secondly, stakeholder analysis contributing to the formulation of an action plan for the organisation and definition of the perspectives of the measurement system (cf. Balanced Scorecard). Thirdly, the definition of the critical success factors of each perspective. Fourthly, defining the measures of each success factor. As an iterative process, critical success factors and measures of the measurement system were defined as illustrated in figure 2.

The result perspective contains success factors derived directly from the vision. Profitability and equity accumulation represent the owners. Stakeholder imago looks upon eAccelerator as a recognised actor in the field of venture capital. And moreover, as it is part of a larger programme, it is essential to have the status of a desirable partner.

The venture and capital perspectives are both customer perspectives, as mentioned above. There are two success factors for ventures. Firstly, the ventures should grow, thus leading to growth in turnover. The second one is the company commitment to venture capital projects. Very often a project is a matter of mutual trust, thus a venture has at least to be committed to the project. The capital perspective is unambiguous, as it represents the trust of venture capitalists and thus also the quality of work done in eAccelerator.

The method perspective reflects the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of internal processes. This perspective covers the whole process. Firstly, a sufficient amount of raw material is needed. Secondly, as ventures require a great deal of preparatory work, venture acquisitions should also be fruitful. Thirdly, the process should be quick, as the spinoffs are eventually the key to earnings. And fourthly, in order to maintain a good imago, communications are needed for quality acquisitions and capital, but also to keep other stakeholders informed about the state of eAccelerator.

The competence perspective represents the essence of eAccelerator as a whole. Firstly, as it is partly a virtual organisation, the utilisation of the network is the key to performance, but instead of using outside consultants eAccelerator prefers to form partnerships. Group working is the device for knowledge sharing and organizational learning. It also emphasises the transformation of tacit knowledge. Personnel competencies are evaluated and developed, as they are a critical asset.
Most of the measures are easy to comprehend and the data generation is also easy. However, there are some measures which are abstract and need some explanation. Firstly, from the result perspective, the stakeholder imago index is generated by a web-based inquiry form which evaluates both the external quality of eAccelerator as perceived by the stakeholders and the degree to which it is known. As a good imago is important in venture capital operations, and eAccelerator has goals set by the public sector, imago is measured against result.

Secondly, from the venture perspective, the commitment to mutual goals between venture and eAccelerator is evaluated by an evaluation form filled in by the personnel of eAccelerator. Points of evaluation are, e.g.: How does the cooperation work?; Is everything done in time?; Have the bills been paid?; Is there active participation in the process?; Are there subjective feelings about the case?; etc. The evaluation results in three possible outcomes: not committed; requires active action and committed. The results are for internal use, but the use of the results could be extended to the case too.

Thirdly, the quality of acquisitions is evaluated from the perspective of set internal standards by which each offer to become an eAccelerator case is judged. On the other hand, the external measure of quality is the ratio of ventures that are funded by venture capitalists. The most abstract measure is the communications index which is based on the matrix of stakeholder and communication activities. There is comprehension of what a sufficient level of stakeholder communications is and what the suitable media for each stakeholder group are.

Fourthly, the competence perspective measures emphasise the aspects of knowledge management, i.e. knowledge sharing, both individual and organizational learning and continuous improvement of competencies. The outsourcing ratio has a dual meaning, on the optimal level, there is enough critical knowledge at the core of eAccelerator, but the network is used for such knowledge accumulation as well as for maintaining the dynamics. Personal progress is evaluated on the basis of a mutual development plan between CEO and employee. This plan is one of the topics of semi-annual personal discussions. Table 1 is a summary of the measurement system.
Performance and performance improvement are two of the central interests of business management. By adopting new organizational structures or new ways of practising business, organisations are able to generate revenue from new sources. Performance measurement in a virtual organisation context is quite similar to any other performance measurement. However, networks are not easily put into formal organizational charts, nor apprehended. The context of knowledge work is more complicated because it is very abstract. Moreover, operational measures are difficult to derive from success factors. Yet absolute and relative competence should be taken into account when performance is measured, for it is the key to understanding knowledge work.

The eAccelerator case can be summarised in three points. Firstly, the public goals set for an organisation define the result perspective in addition to internal goals. Secondly, in this kind of unambiguous network, it is essential to set clear, ultimate goals and not mix them with secondary ones. And thirdly, knowledge work should be approached from the competency perspective, as the core personnel and network competencies are the key to success. Network performance is a portal to organizational performance in the case of a virtual organisation. However, it is very difficult to measure each member of the network commensurably, thus network performance should be evaluated via results and internal processes. As the learning and growth measurement applies only to the core group, it is not possible to use such management and motivation methods for others.

The action research project in the eAccelerator case is almost concluded. Further research will concentrate on the use of performance measurement in the knowledge work context, i.e. how employees are motivated and how the knowledge management process is supported by performance measurement. Also, the role of the network should be evaluated more deeply. Further research on this topic in general should be extended to research on venture capital industry for new practices and ideas to emerge. Finally, mediator industry in the venture capital branch in Finland is a new form of business and attention should be drawn to it.
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